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Page 2: Editorial (Leitartikel)
Crime does not pay
Excerpt from the newspaper WAZ (Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung) of August 4th, 2000. 
Professional burglar cleans out museum. 
The gang specialized in expensive model railroad articles. 
They were especially pleased with valuable historic model railroad trains in Z scale.  So, they plundered a whole museum, the
internationally known “Z-Museum” in (Bochum)-Riemke. As a result the museum had to close because it was almost empty. 
This sad end of a private museum on the Cruismannstrasse was now the subject of a lawsuit at the Superior Court. Yesterday,
one member of the gang was sentenced by the 10th criminal division to 3 years and 9 months detention. This citizen of Bochum,
age 35, was a member of a professional burglery gang, specializing in model railroad articles. By selling their loot, the burglars
made their living. Targets of the gang were mainly model railroad shops throughout Germany, but also the the Z-museum. The
convict looted the museum twice. He blocked the alarm system and stuffed the valuable exhibits into his pouch by the hundreds.
Several of the fragile pieces were destroyed by this rough treatment, especially pieces from Märklin; the burglars simply threw
away these broken rare pieces. The damage of the first burglary in 1997 was DM 72,000. The damage of the second burglary
in November 1998 was DM 104,000. One of the founders of the museum said: “This broke our back”. The trick of the Bochum
gang was for one member of the gang to enter a shop and distract the clerk. Other members of the gang then entered and plun-
dered the shelves. The members always appeared very respectable and well dressed. The 35 year old convict, who was caught
red-handed in February 2000, had caused in 9 burglaries damages of about DM 200,000. Two further members of the gang face
their trials at the end of September. They are charged with 47 burglaries. B. Kiesewetter
(Only for now, we interrupt this report). NM

Z-Shop
At this point I need to clarify something, which was probably misunderstood by a member, and is now being incorrectly spread
around. The subject is the car, which the Z-shop gives away to all members having collected 100 points. (by purchasing around
DM 3,000. -, in order to receive a $ 30.  Club-Car). Evidentally, it was not known that the sales prices of the Z-shop were not
raised to cover this offer; all prices remainded at the same level, except for some adaptions necessary to cover changes of the
price list of Viessmann (a special contract clause to prevent upsetting the relevant market segment). Also the annual inflation
rate was not accounted for. The cars, imported from Switzerland and the USA, are offered at market prices or below. The car
that we give away, may be looked at as an incentive to purchase the items of the Z-shop. This car does not result in reduced
services.  If you go to a super market and you decide to join a sales incentive program, then you will not assume, that the feed-
ing dish you may get for your cat as a gift has a value of say DM 7,000 - 8,000. You most probably will think, that you have
received the feeding dish as a gift, because you have purchased food at this amount. The same principle applies to the Z-shop.
I do understand that the high value of the give-away, i. e a limited special car, leads some foolish persons, who are dealing with
these products, to spread such information. I do think, you have to look at this as it is intended. NM

Page 3. Z Club 92
The magazine contains no commercial advertising and publishes articles only covering technical themes. Copyright law covers
published articles. Any kind of reproduction or publication of text or pictures needs prior permission. The Club encourages any
kind of cooperation and is happy with any member willing to participate by sending in materials for publication. However, we
cannot guarantee publication or return of submitted materials. If return is desired, please provide return postage. Material must
be sent in with a statement of the author’s name and address. The submitter must have the right to publish the article. 

Page 3: Cover - Summer Impression
Mostly, a swan is seen swimming on water. So does this ‘Black Swan’ - officially named BR 10 - at least as a reflection. This
very fine super detailed locomotive is pulling a ‘Rhinegold’ - baggage car, adapted to this epoch. Foto and model are by Martin
Krueger 

Page 4: Stadium
One of our objectives is to participate in various fairs and exhibitions. Very often we have been invited by MOBA. And we were
able to organize booths where we presented always new layouts and dioramas. One of the most interresting dioramas, as agreed
by our many visitors, was certainly the diorama build by our friend Reinhardt Streit. It shows an English soccer-stadium a few
minutes before the beginning of a match. We can not even try here to describe all the details and the accuracy of the layout–the
pictures show much better the quality of the diorama. We would like to mention that on all vehicles (almost 100), the headlights
and the numberplates are painted by hand. In addition, various double-decker buses and typical English taxi cabs had been cre-
ated for this diorama. More than 250 fully handcoloured figures represent the fans of the two teams. Also the buildings were
built from scratch.  We would like to thank Mr. Streit for this fine work and praise his excellent craftsmanship. 
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Photo
- Entrance to the platforms, … 
- … and the platform roofs …
- … and the Underground station ‘Stadium’ on the Northern Line. 
- To give hooligans no chance for entry, heavy police forces are at the entrance gates. 
- English traffic without red double-decker busses? Unimaginable!
- Some cab drivers are tempted to park their car elsewhere, to be able to support their favourate team in the stadium  
- This Austin is a very fine replica, something special in scale Z. 
- ‘Hello taxi’ at the main entrance of the underground. 
- The street front of the grand stands. 
- Typical for a traditional English stadium is its place amidst a residential area of the working class. And typical for such an

area are the endless blocks of flats. 
- No chance for autograph hunters: the millionaires take shelter behind the steel door of the players entrance. Only the Porsche

of the alternate goal keeper is available to be admired. 
- The person in the yellow sweater may be thinking, if he will watch the game from the top of a tree like in his boyhood and

spend the few saved pence at the pub, or if he may buy a ticket instead …
- English telephone booths are no longer the same as in the good old times. But here at the stadium, they are still red as they

used to be. 
- Delicious fresh (but greasy) Fish’n Chips. No visitor need starve. 
- At the ticket booths for the standing-area a certain muddle is to be seen …
- … but at the entrance to the seats area the well known English queuing up of the ‘Upper Class’ is shown. 
- ‘Hoppla’, on the stairs to the grand stand—too much Ale may have been ordered. 
- ‘Hey, no beer in the stadium? How can I have fun watching the game?’
- The visitors are flocking in. 
- The driver of the Porsche takes the chance and shows up in front of the visitors at least some minutes before the game. 
- The world is unfair: No beer in the stadium, but a lot of advertising for beer. 
- Hopefully it works out fine, the easy mix of Red and Yellow …

Page 7: Joerger Layout
In the last edition of the Club-Revue we promissed to present photos of the layout, our member Manfred Joerger built. This lay-
out, consisting of several modules has impressive dimensions: 40 modules are used and the total length reaches more than 114
feet. The layout includes 330 feet of track, 400 over head masts, 60 turnouts and 3 double slip turnouts. 200 figures (from
Preiser) and 350 vehicles (cars, trucks and busses) are shown. A special module shows an airport with 10 aircraft. Another spe-
cial module includes a village. All the houses are scratch built and hand painted. More than 200 vines were included at a vine-
yard on the layout. However, Manfred is still enlarging his layout. Three additional modules are almost complete, that show a
freight yard and a maintenance yard. At the Dortmund Fair, these modules were presented for the first time. 
Trees
The layout includes several handmade trees. Manfred is prepared to produce these trees on request. The photos on the follow-
ing pages gives you an idea of this lay out. 
For information:  Manfred Joerger, Hügelstrasse 9, 82 178 Puchheim-Ort, Phone/FAX: 089 - 803260

Page 11: Now ‘mini-club’ is available also on a CD-ROM
Usually PC-User have gathered quite a lot CD-ROMs, mostly those coming as a gift with journals and periodicals. The stack
of my CDs grew so fast that one evening I decided to throw away the CDs I no longer needed. At a break during this job I
looked through the hole of one of the CDs. By chance my view fell thereby on my showcase of my scale N collection. ‘A mod-
eltrain may run through this hole’ was an idea coming to my mind. However, the modeling of this idea was not easy. 
- I did not have enough track material available. 
- A sketch of the possible layout showed me, that this projekt needed more space than I thought. 
- And thirdly a loco on a track in scale N does not fit through the transparent central part of a CD. 
However, there was still the scale Z system. So, mid March I went out to the relevant shops to look for a starter set. I needed
10 days to get all the necessary pieces like tracks, trafo and a locomotive. I did not have to purchase cars, because I had 10
reefers in my collection. A temporary layout of the tracks lying on the CDs showed me that the base plate had to have the dimen-
sions 110 x 45 cm. Purchasing plywood, ledges for the frame and other small parts was easy. First, the transparent central sec-
tion of 18 CDs was removed using a keyhole-saw. Through this hole, the train will run. Then the 18 CDs were glued together
in pairs of two, arranging the printed cover sides inside. To enable an upright position small angle brackets were glued at these
‘double-CDs’. I used brackets design for shelfs for cup-boards. These same brackets were used to glue the horizontal CDs which
carry the track, to the upright CDs. Always two of the ‘track-CDs’ were placed side by side and glued together with a support-
ing third CD. Using three ‘track-CDs’ side by side led to stability problems. In total 50 CDs were used. Difficulties were expe-
rienced to find the right glue. Several times I had to begin again because the glue would not adhere properly, and the CDs fell
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apart. Hot (melting) glue and instant adhesive would not hold the smooth and glossy silver coloured disks. Finally I used the
ordinary adhesive ‘UHU-Alleskleber’. Now, everthing stays together, even when it is moved around. The tracks I painted in the
colour chrome. They were fixed on the CDs using double sided adhesive tape. Ready!!
Trial Run!!
Hm, it was not looking very impressive. In the basement, I found some parts from a former layout. I found a station and some
trees. They were also coloured in chrome. Well, still not satisfying. Two additional houses would be fine. A good friend, a scale
Z model railroader, helped me out with two houses and a shed he did not need anymore. Painted also in chrome, I arranged and
rearranged these buildings together with other structures and trees on my layout until I was satisfied with what I saw. Then good
friends and acquaintances showed up. And everybody had proposals for improvements. But I stick to my original layout and
declined any alterations. However, one proposal I took up - ‘light’. Now, days of thinking and kicking around ideas began.
Many ideas were disregarded, because they were too complicated or too expensive. I was not prepared to spend several 100
DM to get some light effects. Finally I chose to use several small LED modules normaly worn on the shirt as a blinking party
gag. I found these devices at Conrad Electronics. These modules are powered by two button batteries. Because a change of the
batteries would not be possible after the LEDs were installed on my layout, I had to change the power supply. I removed the
button cells and changed the wiring and setup. Now, the LEDs are fed by a 3 Volt power supply. However still the overall
impression was not overwhelming. I painted the base plate black and glued small mirror plates on the back wall. Behind the
CDs I fixed 5 red arrow shaped LED modules on small aluminium tubes facing to the small mirrors. Between the red LEDs, I
placed 4 pyramid shaped LED modules of various colours. Both module types I connected with a flip-flop and a infrared light
sensor from Busch. Only the red LEDs blink when the train hits the light sensor. While the train passes the light sensor, only
the coloured LEDs are blinking. Thereafter, only the red LEDs blink. The light flashes are spread and reflected by the mirrors
and the CDs. In addition to this, a laser beam is installed hitting a rotating mirror ball. The ball is driven by a motor from Faller.
Finally I had completed the project!!
Not yet!
With all this flashing, blinking and glittering, the train with its 3 white reefers was hardly noticeable. The only solution - a new
train had to be added. After a lengthy search in the Maerklin calalogue I decided to choose the orange-red coloured ‘Daylight
Streamer’ of Southern Pacific with its typical F7 diesel loco. Luckily enough I was able to get a complete train. This train is a
nice contrast to the shining CDs and is reflected fine. To prevent dust settling on the layout, a case made from 3 mm acryl glas
was glued together, enclosing the layout completely. Screws fix the case to the base plate. So removal of the case for mainte-
nance or repair is always possible. Thomas Wilhelm. 

Page 14: Tools
The company Dieter Knupfer, Hölderlinstr. 2, D-71229 Leonberg, Phone:: 07152-2 16 10, FAX: 2 87 56
exhibited at the Dortmund Fair special tools like a screw tap with a diameter of only 0.6 mm and the related screws with 2 mm
height and 0.35 mm diameter.

Page 14: HH Beladungen
New freight car loads from this well known supplier for scale Z. 

Page 14: ER Decor
At the Nuremberg Fair we found at the Belgian company ER a large variety of products for the land scaping. Among other
things, we would like to point out the excellent ‘Dry trees’ (trees without leaves), which can be covered with leaves. We would
also like to mention the finest lawn we have ever seen. It is available in differnt colours.

Page 15: Stipp
The fronts of old town houses of this kit are most suitable to compose town areas, market places and station places which are
adjacent to the borders of the layout. These difficult situations require a certain skill. With the fronts of Stipp, it eases the solu-
tion to these problems.  The models include a front, a roof and short side walls. The shallow depth of the building fronts requires
only a small amount of space. The fronts have different floor heights. It is possible to compose a colourful street with a great
variety of fronts.

Page 15: MTL
Stock Car SP (#13810): In February 1917, Ralston Steel Car Company delivered 450 of these class SM cars to Southern Pacific.
It is a 40’ stock car with single door and is painted box car red with white lettering Railroads have long played a key role in
livestock transport. In the early days of perishable shipments, freshness was ensured if livestock could be delivered to market
on the hoof.  Stock cars were developed to meet this need. Southern Pacific, with over 11,000 miles of track, has been a major
mover of livestock.
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Page 16: Experiences with Digital Systems
Digital Systems for model railroads have been available for about 15 years. In addition to the simplification of the wiring of
layouts, the digital system have facilitated one of the old dreams of model railroaders: To control several trains (locomotives)
at the same time without having to break down the layout into numerous independent electrical blocks. The control station of
a digital system (called ‘Steuereinheit’ (control unit)) transmits via the tracks the energy to the locos necessary to operate the
motors, the lights etc. In addition its transmits ‘instructions’ to each individual loco. These instructions are interpreted by a spe-
cial electonic circuit (‘decoder’) as commands (speed, control of lights etc.). A decoder has to be installed in each locomotive.
Technically, the transmition of instructions is done by an electrical signal, which is superimposed on the operating voltage,
which in turn is always available at full power. After its installation in a loco, a certain number is programmed into the decoder.
With this configuration the various decoders are able to pick up from the flow of instructions distributed by the control unit
those commands for a certain number, i.e. ‘its’ number. It is therefor possible to send commands to a special loco. To explain
the system simple, the following sequence happens: the the control unit transmits via electrical signal through the tracks orders
like: ‘ Loco number 1 ahead with speed 3’, ‘Loco number 45 lights on’ etc. The individual engineer of a loco (decoder) knows
the number of his loco (number of the relevant decoder). He executes the orders dedicated to him when he receives the signal.
Therefore, it is possible to operate several locos independently, even if they are fed by the same power source on the same track.
The trick is, that the motors, lamps etc.are not connected directly to the tracks anymore, instead to a controling decoder inbe-
tween. A similar decoder, not so small though, is used to control electro-magnetic articles like turnouts, signals etc. While every
loco has to have one decoder, the decoder for the electro-magnetic articles is able to control 4 different devices (e.g. 4 turnouts).
In such cases it is not necessary to connect every turnout with the central control unit. Instead the 4 turnouts are connected to
the relevant controling decoder which is located near the 4 devices. The order to switch the turnout is transmitted in digital form
– similar to the operation of loco decoders – however here the cables for the power supply of the decoder are used as the trans-
mitting vehicle.
Today, there are several digital systems available on the market. The most popular systems are: Maerklin Digital CC and AC,
Lenz/NMRA, SelecTrix and Fleischmann FMZ. The system Lenz is used by the American NMRA (National Model Railroading
Association) and by Roco. For the scale Z system, the only criteria for the evaulation of the different systems are the dimen-
sions of the decoders. As of today, SelecTrix is the company producing the smallest decoder. For a long time, Lenz had
anounced the planned introduction of a decoder, described as the smallest decoder in the world. At the beginning we had decid-
ed to wait for the decoder from Lenz. It would not have been wise to install the SelecTrix decoder in several locos and to buy
the relevant control unit only to learn after some months that we have to do it over again with the new products of Lenz.
However, our market research showed us that the intellibox of Modeltreno and Uhlenbrock is the best solution now and for the
future. With the systems of Modeltreno and Uhlenbrock, it is possible to operate locos either with decoders of SelecTrix or with
decoders of Lenz (if and when they are on the market). The systems of Modeltreno and Uhlenbrock are not only combatible
with the decoders of Selectrix and Lenz but also with the relevant control units of theses companies. However, due to the fact
that scale Z is operated with max. 8 Volt, some modifications had to be done when programming the control units. But, this
would have been true also for the other systems on the market. The systems of Selectrix and Lenz are based on one control unit,
to which one or more control substations are connected controling the locos, turnouts etc. In principle digital systems are
designed to enable the step by step adaptation of the ‘control unit’ to the requirements (and financial constrains). It goes with-
out saying that the systems are fully compatible with the comercial available booster types. A booster is the ‘power station’ of
the whole system, i.e. it provides the power. 
Before we discuss the individual features of the systems of Modeltreno and Uhlenbrock, we have to say that there are two dif-
ferent versions. In addition to the version of the control unit from Modeltreno for the ‘normal’ model railroader, called INTEL-
LIBOX, there is available a version, called ICUM (ISA-Bus Central Unit Modeltreno). This version is designed for a system,
using one or several PCs to control the digitalized layout. In this case most of the electronic parts of the INTELLIBOX are
installed on a card in the PC. The communication of the system with the PC is done by ISA-Bus. In this case the communica-
tion between ICUM and PC is much faster than the common control unit. Also, the INTELLIBOX can be connected with a PC.
To do this, no additional module is necessary at the control unit with this system as compared with other systems. Both the
INTELLIBOX and the ICUM have one serial interface. It is the port for the communication through which an external device,
e.g. a PC, sends commands to locos, turnouts etc. The ICUM has two communication ports, the serial interface and the ISA-
Bus. So the ICUM is able to receive commands from two PCs. The serial interface and the communication protocol of both the
INTELLIBOX and ICUM are fully combatibly with all programs according to the Maerklin standard - e.g. with the well known
program Digipet. There you get also a version being able to allow the use of the ISA-Bus. The communication protocol includes
new commands which allow the control of all advanced functions which are not yet included in the Maerklin system. In addi-
tion, the serial interface developed by Modeltreno is able to work at a rate of more than 2.400 bps (bits per second). This speed
is standard and upper limit of interfaces available. The ICUM comes with a control substation, called ‘satellite’ which is placed
near the layout. This control substation allows to control locos and turnouts without any further additional device. Summing up:
For the PC owner, the ICUM, and for the lazy PC modeler, the INTELLIBOX is the best solution as control unit from the oth-
erwise very similar Modeltreno/Uhlenbrock systems. In our view other systems are too inflexible.
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Utilization for scale Z
Based on the experiences of Maerklin in 1988, the digital system seemed to be too fragile for a regular production line in scale
Z. However the announcement of such a possibility alone had inspired modelers to develop similar systems which were alter-
nate solutions to the digital system. More information on these systems is available in following articles: ‘Controling of model
railroads by computer’ (CR 3/97, page 24) and ‘Circuits for route determination’ (CR 2/2000, page 18). Other modelers tried
to fix real digital decoders in locos. Even if these results were working, in our opinion, no standard is seen, so far, that is suit-
able for the unexperienced model railroader. In the light of possible further developments and the mass production of smaller
and smaller and also cheaper decoders, we have decided to design a solution which can be used quite easy in most of the mod-
els available. 
The decoder
We have decided to use the smallest decoder presently on the market, i.e. the decoder model No. 66830 from SelecTrix. We
have presented this model in CR 1/95, page 17. This decoder is able to control two sets of lights with a total input of 0,3 A and
one motor with a total input of 0,5 A. The codes have two digits, so up to 99 decoders (locos) can be controled at the same time
on a layout. 
The locomotives
We have installed the decoders in 4 E-locos. Three locos (8855, 8834 and 8843) have the same frame type (Maerklin spare part
26447). The fourth loco (8858) has the frame type 26217. We had decided to use these frame types because they are some of
the most used frames and they are best suited for this alteration. We are of the opinion that this decoder of SelecTrix can be
fixed in most types of Diesel- and E-locomotives except the model 8864 (or similar types) and model 8880 (due to the differ-
ent lighting system). We are keen to see the beginning of production of the decoder from Lenz. For owners of steam-locos, we
recommend the installation of the decoder in the tender.
The control unit
As said above having analized the units available on the market we have decided to use the INTELLIBOX designed and pro-
duced by the company Modeltreno (http://www.modeltreno.it) and the company Uhlenbrock (http://www.uhlenbrock.de).
(Herewith, we would like to thank Modeltreno for their technical support in writing this article). This product is state of the art
and several components are combined in one box which has a positive effect on the price. 

The decoder
The most critical step is the installation of the decoder in the locomotive. We chose to describe this phase with some pictures
commenting the various steps. Thanks to this procedure and with some caution also the inexperienced model railroader is able
to set up his individual digital layout. Following the installation of the decoders in the locos you have to assign to each of them
an individual code. Remark: In this phase the decoders are not yet programmed. You just determine a number (also called
address) for a loco which later during the programming phase will be assigned to this loco in the program. As given by the sys-
tems of Selectrix and IB you may use the numbers from 0 to 111. It is not necessary to use a sequence for programming. You
may also assign the codes in a logical manner e.g.:
000 to 030 Steam-locos
031 to 060 Diesel-locos
061 to 090 E-locos
091 to 111 rail-cars 
Or you may wish to relate the code with the serial number of a loco e.g.:
074 means Loco BR 74
050 means loco BR 50.
The later system is however more limited because only a few numbers are available and a loco has to have one clear code. So
if you plan to run two locos of BR 74 on one layout, you have already a problem and you have to amend the system. Everything
depends on the number of locos you like to run on your layout.

Photo
- In the foreground you see how a loco looks with a decoder installed.
- Remove the body of the loco. Follow the instructions of Maerklin which come with every loco.
- Remove the black cylindrical screw which fixes the conductor plate.
- Remove the conductor plate upwards; you may have to pry at the holding devices at the sides.
- Having removed the conductor plate, the bulbs may be removed without loosening.
- The capacitor has to be lifted to be able to remove the two plastic insulators.
- Unscrew the 3 (2 + 1) countersunk screws which fix the two insulators; remove the insulators. 
Modification  of an insulator
Every insulator has three parts: one piece of plastic, one piece of metal which feeds the bulbs and one piece of metal conduct-
ing power. Our objective is to remove from both insulators the piece of metal feeding the bulbs. The 4 photos show how this is
done. 
- Use a small precision screwdriver to pry outwards under the outer springs of the piece of metal feeding the bulb.
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- Remove the bulb with the metal. Only the piece of metal conducting power is left in the insulator.
- Cut off only at one insulator the both plastic slides at the sides with a side cutter ( this is necessary to fit the decoder) ..
- .. and shorten the upper contact butt to 1 mm.
- Install the modified insulator onto the frame opposite to the capacitor. Then install also the other insulator at the other side.
- Take the decoder, shorten the relevant contact butts to measure and fix it with double side adhesive strip onto the amended

insulator, opposite to the capacitor.
- Bend down the capacitor to a horizontal position. Notice that the cylindrical screw has not yet been fastened.
- For the wiring we recommend using varnished wire with a diameter of 0.4 m. Before use straighten the wire by gently pulling

it apart with two tongs.
- Connect the contact butts 5 an 6 of the decoder with the capacitor by soldering the varnished wire in between. Be careful not

to leave the soldering iron too long in contact with the contact butts of the decoder; it might burn out!
- Bend a piece of varnished copper wire to shape to form a loop at the cylindrical screw. Now install the nearest bulb.
- Remark: The varnish of the loop has to be removed, because the cylindrical screw will be used as ground contact.
- Solder one pole of the bulb to the straighten wire. Solder a second wire to the first bulb and solder the other end to the sec-

ond bulb.
- Connect the contact butt no. 3 of the decoder with the two springs of the insulators. We used for both only one piece of wire.
- Connect the contact butt no. 2 of the decoder with the bulb which is situated at the decoder. Be careful not to create a short-

circuit with contact butt no. 1.
- Finally connect contact butt no. 1 of the decoder with the remaining free contact of the bulb on the side of the capacitor. 
- Now you are ready!! Here, are the first 4 locos that we modified.

The Control Unit
CAUTION: The following information is NOT a substitute for the instructions the INTELLIBOX handbook. However, it is
INDISPENSABLE for the usage of the control unit for scale Z! Do not use the control unit before you have studied and under-
stood the complete text of both the handbook and this article.
As with all digital controling units, it is possible to program with the Intellibox some basic functions, e.g. choosing a language,
which is used in the menus, the scale of the digital layout etc. These functions are called Setup. With a graphical guidance of
the keys and the panel you may perform this setup - first of the control unit, and then of the various decoders, so you get  results
adapted to the scale Z. Of course, the control unit allows the programming of many more functions than we are able to describe
here. Therefore, we ask you to study the Intellibox handbook thoroughly. However, we recommend strongly to be very, very
cautious in amending the configuration of the voltage of the operation power and of the maximum speed of the locos. 
Basic concepts
To enable the control unit to identify a single loco, the decoder of this loco has to get its assigned number first before begin-
ning the programming. So all decoders used have to get their number first. To program the digital decoders, software is used.
For this function the control unit requires connection with a special track. This track, called a programming track, is fed with a
fairly low voltage power to prevent the damage of the decoders. 
Power
The intellibox was designed to operate with systems of scale HO. It may be operated with an alternating voltage of up to 18 V.
In scale Z, a much lower voltage is required. We have to feed the Intellibox by a AC transformer of up to 12 V (not higher) and
52 VA. You may get such a device in the relevant shops. 
Connections
Keeping this information in mind we may do the first connections. The Intellibox is equipped with professional plug contacts.
It is only necessary to put a slight pressure with a precision screwdriver on the spring in the slots, insert the wire and release
the pressure. You have to insert 6 wires with colour codes according to the NEM-norm.
Contact butts 1 and 2 are connected to the programming track (red/brown).
Contact butts 3 and 4 are connected to the tracks of our layout (red/brown).
Contact butts 5 and 6 are connected to the transformer i.e. power source.
Software
For our tests we used an Intellibox control unit with the software version 1.106. This was the latest version at the time we wrote
this article. Of course, there are software upgrades possible for the Intellibox, if and when available. These upgrades you can
find on the websites of the relevant company: http://www.modeltreno.it, http://www.uhlenbrock.de. 
Additional information
The Intellibox was designed to be used in different countries. Therefore, the programming menu is available in several lan-
guages. 
The menu
The menu of the Intellibox (i.e. the directions shown on the display) is structured in several layers and is easy to understand.
You may compare it with the menu of a handy or cell phone. If you follow our directions you do not have to study the single
steps and their meaning. However, the steps have to be performed correctly. In our directions we use the following symbols: n
photo key: hit the key shown n times (if nothing is shown hit the key one time): 
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n photo key 1 + m photo key 2: hit key 1 n times and thereafter hit key 2 m times.
The picture of the display shows the reading which appears when you have hit the keys correctly. Hit the key menu if you are
not able to follow the directions and start over from the beginning. Eventually, the scheme on page 23 may help you.

Page 23: Scheme
Programming
Phase 1 (one time) Selection of your language
• Hold depressed one key 1 - 8 while lit.

1-German 2-English 3-French 4-Italian 5-Dutch 6-Swedish 7-Spanish 8-Portuguese
• Release key 1 - 8 to proceed to the phase of operations
If an error occurs repeat phase 1

Phase 2 (one time) Setup of IB (Intellibox)
• drucken = depress
• drucken bis Selectrix = depress until ‘SelecTrix’
If an error occurs repeat phase 2.

Caution. If we have depressed the [RETURN] key it may be necessary to type in  another frequency. If the directions on the
display have been followed correctly, no problems will occur. You may also follow the instructions on page 23 of the Intellibox
handbook;  however it has to noted that the functions as described by us are programmed  in a different way.

Phase 3 (for every locomotive) Programming of the decoder
• Place the loco on the programming track.
• 2_[MODE] drucken um den Programmierungsmodus aufzurufen = depress [MODE] 2 times to call up the programming

mode.
• drucken = depress
• Type in the address 0 - 111 you assign to this loco. (See ‘The decoder’ on page 18)

Attention. If you select for the max speed a value higher than 4 the output voltage applied to the lomotives is greather than 8V
You risk seriously to damage the engine.

• At an error, instead of the message OK the following appears:
• Redo the programming once more. If the error remains, turn the loco on the track.
• Repeat phase 3 for every locomotive.

Page 24: Winner of he competition 1/00 ‘Photo Competition’
As usual we are only able to choose for publication just some of the photos received. And only the three most beautiful photos,
as we see it, are eligible for a winner car.
Winner Joachim Ritter (G):
‘VT 11.5 - This train was running during several years as a Touristik Train between the Ruhr area and the Black Forest and the
Allgaeu resp.’’V200 - This is t h e Black Forest loco. First, it ran as a main line loco on the Black Forest track at the BW
Villingen. It dominated the Black Forest line until electrification occurred. In September 1999 on the occasion of a festival at
the station of Villingen, a V200, now named BR 221.135, returned on ‘its’ track. For two days the roaring of a V200 was heard
again live at the various shuttle services between Villingen and Triberg.’
Winner Gunnar Haeberer (G):
‘ The photo shows the 01 1531 at an exhibition at the former station Potsdam/Stadt in 1988. This machine was a Reko-loco-
motive of the Deutschen Reichsbahn in the GDR. At this time it was fully operational.’
Winner Takuji Sugimoto (J):
‘ I send you a photo of the most beautiful Japanese train, NOZOMI 500, which ran between Tokio and Fukuoka. Recently the
NOZOMI 700 was introduced. This was the last chance to get a photo of the NOZOMI 500.-

Page 26: Surf Tips
In the Internet you find more and more manufacturers and suppliers of articles for scale Z. Here we give useful surfing
tips.Especially, we like to introduce the manufacturer ‘Lindig’. This company has been offering for about one year on its web
site various models of vehicles and cars made of cast metal. The models, already painted, are available at the following
adress:Modellbauzubehoer I. Lindig, Weissmoorweg 7, D - 26188 Edewecht, Phone: Germany 04486-2331, FAX ....-6109.
http://home.t-online.de/home/sme.lindig/

Also in the Internet we found Mister Yuji Kuwabara from Japan. He offers hints and tips to model a complete Denver/Rio-
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Grande train.Both the diesel loco SD-45 and the hoppers and also the modernized caboose were modeled by Mr. Kuwabara him-
self.  For further information:  http://member.nifty.ne.jp/yuzi/

Denver & Rio Grande Western SD45
Cast urethane and styrene sheet body
Cast urethane truck side and under frames
Handrails are cut from styrene sheet
Styrene strip stanchions (slimmed with vise)
Styrene rod 3-chime horn
Decaled details instead of actual thin mold
Self-produced decals
Micro Trains couplers 
Frame made of German silver (argentan) and brass
Maerklin gear and trucks
Faulhaber motor
Due to the use of serial Maerklin trucks, some simplification was achieved and 
also the foot steps were omitted.

Denver & Rio Grande Western 48’ Coal Hopper
Unit Coal train (13 cars)
Cast urethane body
Own produced decals
Micro Train trucks and couplers 

Denver & Rio Grande Western Caboose
Styrene body and details
Cast urethane steps and deck details
Heat-melted styrene thread for stack support
Decaled walkway mesh
Own produced decals
Micro Trains trucks with couplers

Page 29: Paper Models
At the Dortmund Exhibition it was a pleasure being contacted by a manufacturer who had joined the companies  active in the
field of scale Z.  Pierre-Thomas Leutheuser, owner of the company with the same name, had decided to offer as an advertizing
gift, his first model to the members of the Z Club 92.  The original model, made of cardboard with light blue transparent win-
dows costs only 2.00 DM.  The ‘Datscha’ (cottage) in an uniform style is a good starter to give the Maerklin model 8812 (BR
254 of the DR) an adequate environment.  For further information please contact:
Pierre-Thomas Leutheuser, Im Brueckfeld 5, D-39114 Magdeburg, Phone: Germany 0391/8113076
e-mail: ptl@planet-interkom.de

Page 31: Z Market
In each issue of Club Revue, we offer members the opportunity to insert a buy, sell or swap ad for anything related to Z scale.
This service is provided free of charge, exclusively for private individuals who are members of Z Club 92. Ads placed by busi-
nesses and trade ads in general are refused. Your ad can have up to twenty words without abbreviations and must be typewrit-
ten (typewriter or word processor) or must have clearly legible handwriting. The ad must include your name, address and sig-
nature, or it will not be accepted. Ads are run on a fist-come, first-serve basis and depend on the amount of space available;
consequently, you may find your ad in some future issue other than the immediate one. Submit all ads to: Z Club 92, Via
Morgagni 15/2, I-41100 Modena, ITALY

Layouts, layouts, layouts
Our member Manfred Wilhelm who is really well known as layout builder is offering some of his creativeness to interested cus-
tomers. If you wish to get a nice diorama or layout do not miss the possibility to get in touch with him at:
Manfred Wilhelm, Marktplatz 9, 65824 Schwalbach Ts., Phone: Germany 06196-83384.

Mr. Kalvari is offering his layouts ‘Titanic’ and the one we have shown in CR 3/98. Get more information by contacting him
directly at: 
Juergen Kalvari, Am Pfarrholz 25, D-33739 Bielefeld, Phone: Germany 0521-554132.
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Page 31: Competition
The competitions published in each issue of club revue are certainly among the most interesting activities of Z Club 92.
Competitions are open to all members and we present awards to three participants for the quality of their entries. The president
of Z Club 92 makes up the panel of judges together with the direction committee. The judges’ decision is final. Winners will be
rewarded with one of the 100 cars specially made for the competition. The cars will be shipped to the winners as soon as they
are available in accordance with our rule of annual shipments. Past winners are also allowed to enter new competitions. To take
part, simply send your entry as requested and mark the envelope “Competition No. X,” whereby instead of the X, the number
of the relevant competition is inserted. 

Competition 3/2000: ‘Your self designed and built car in scale Z’
Last date of submission: December 31st, 2000 (Date of postmark)
This time the builders among the Z fans have the possibility to show their, skills and ideas. Most probable many of you have
already converted a serial car, into a different type of car. Please send us your converted model or a good photo of this model
before December 31st, 2000.  At this moment we have not yet decided to participate at the Fair in Cologne. Therefore, we are
not able to offer the service of taking a photo of your model, at this fair.

Page 32: Fun-Fair Ground in scale Z
Some of the most interesting novelties, we have introduced at the Dortmund Exhibition, were some merry-go-rounds and a
festival tent which are so typical of a public festival. Our always very active member Manfred Wilhelm built these nice little
pieces. Here follows an article with the description of the models of Manfred, which are also available for purchase:’With the
models outlined here, I had started to build a fair ground.The festival tent is modelled using Spanish cane sticks and linen
sheets. The interior of the tent (benches and tables) are made from plywood. For the lighting I used LEDs, which I arranged 2
x 7 pieces in series to be able to use the mini-club trafo with its 10 Volt alternating current outlet as a power source. The
required direct current is produced with a trafo and a LED operated rectifier. The same configuration was used for the merry-
go-rounds, which were made using cardboard, styrodur and wood. They are driven by a 6 Volt motor.Three additional mov-
ing models and some snack bars are planned.  Mr. Manfred Wilhelm is also prepared to produce items ordered by those inter-
ested.  Further details at:  Manfred Wilhelm, Marktplatz 9, 65824 Schwalbach Ts., Phone: Germany 06196-83384.


